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Craftsmanship.
Curiosity.
New Format is an internationally acclaimed design and fabrication studio from Vancouver, 

Canada. We are dedicated to creating intelligent and forward thinking work of the highest 

quality. Informed by both contemporary ideas and timeless methodologies, our practice 

exists at the intersection of craft and design, with each world borrowing from each other to 

create a balance of influence.

All New Format pieces are developed, engineered, and produced in house, as a reflection of 

our commitment to intimacy with the work at hand.
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MERS COLLECTION



MERS

Dimensions
22” - 56cm
22” - 56cm
19” - 48,5cm

Length
Width
Height

The Mers side table is fabricated from solid 
aluminum and is suitable for use indoors and out. 
Form is inspired by the simple utilitarianism of West 
Coast aluminum fishing boats.

Shown in aluminum with Pacific Blue powder coat 
finish. 

Custom colors and finishes available, please 
inquire.
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side table

Material Finish
Aluminum Powder Coat

Price
starting at $1,900



MERS

Dimensions
Length
Width
Height
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coffee table

The Mers coffee table  is fabricated from solid 
aluminum and is suitable for use indoors and out. 
Form is inspired by the simple utilitarianism of West 
Coast aluminum fishing boats.

Shown in aluminum with Burgundy powder coat 
finish.

Custom colors and finishes available, please 
inquire. 

30” - 76cm
30” - 76cm
16” - 41cm

Material Finish
Aluminum Powder Coat

Price
starting at $2,900



MERS

Dimensions

Material Finish

Length
Width
Height

Aluminum Satin

15

Price

café table

starting at $3,450

26” - 66cm
26” - 66cm
41” - 104cm

The Mers café table is fabricated from solid 
aluminum and is suitable for use indoors and out. 
Form is inspired by the simple utilitarianism of West 
Coast aluminum fishing boats.

Shown in Satin Aluminum finish. 

Custom colors and finishes available, please 
inquire.



MERS

Dimensions

Material Finish

Length
Width
Height
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console table

60” - 152cm
16” - 41cm
31” - 79cm

The Mers console table is fabricated from solid 
aluminum and is suitable for use indoors and out. 
Form is inspired by the simple utilitarianism of West 
Coast aluminum fishing boats.

Shown in aluminum with Satin Black powder coat 
finish. 

Custom colors and finishes available, please 
inquire.

Aluminum Powder Coat

Price
starting at $4,350



Dimensions

Price

Material Finish

Length
Width
Height

Aluminum Satin
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MERS

Aluminum

Aluminum

Salt Pack

Powder Coat

dining table

starting at $ 9,150

60” - 152cm
60” - 152cm
30” - 76cm

The Mers dining table  is fabricated from solid 
aluminum and is suitable for use indoors and out. 
Form is inspired by the simple utilitarianism of West 
Coast aluminum fishing boats.

Shown in aluminum with Satin Black powdercoat 
finish, Black Walnut tabletop. 

Custom colors and finishes available, please 
inquire.



Dimensions
Length
Width
Height
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MERS

14” - 35.5cm
14” - 35.5cm
19” - 48,5cm

The Mers low stool  is fabricated from solid 
aluminum and is suitable for use indoors and out. 
Form is inspired by the simple utilitarianism of West 
Coast aluminum fishing boats.

Shown in aluminum with Pacific Blue powder coat 
finish and upholstered leather seat.

Custom colors and finishes available, please 
inquire.

low stool

Material Finish
Aluminum Powder Coat

Price
starting at $1,900, minimum order of 4 units.
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CONNECT COLLECTION
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Material Finish

Price

Width
Depth
Height

Dimensions

Polished

Black Walnut

Coffee

Brass

Wood 

Leather

Blackened MarbledSteel 

starting at $16,000

48” - 122cm
15” - 38cm
74.25” - 186cm

The Connect Bookcase is emblematic of the 
contemporary interweaving of mass manufacturing 
and traditional joinery technique. Construction 
and fastening details remain as evidence of process 
and are integral to the final piece. Mechanical 
connections are used to join the precision 
engineered components that make up the cabinet. 
The result is refined but honest to the materials, 
and is meant to encapsulate the essence of the 
substrates while distilling them into a modern form.

Custom sizing and finishes available, please inquire.

bookcase
CONNECT
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Material Finish

Price

Length
Width
Height

Dimensions

AgedBrass

LacqueredSteel - Hot Rolled

starting at $12,800

60”/84” - 152cm/239cm
20” - 51cm
32” - 72cm

The Connect Credenza is emblematic of the 
contemporary interweaving of mass manufacturing 
and traditional joinery technique. Construction 
and fastening details remain as evidence of process 
and are integral to the final piece. Mechanical 
connections are used to join the precision 
engineered components that make up the cabinet. 
The result is refined but honest to the materials, 
and is meant to encapsulate the essence of the 
substrates while distilling them into a modern form.

(left) Shown with Hot Rolled Steel case and Aged 
Brass door fronts. (right) Polished Brass legs, Hot 
Rolled Steel case and door fronts.

Custom sizing and finishes available, please inquire.

credenza
CONNECT
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FinishMaterial

Length
Width
Height

Dimensions

Price

SatinBrass

Hot RolledSteel

72” - 183cm
20” - 51cm
20” - 51cm

starting at $12,800

The Connect  Wall Credenza is emblematic of the 
contemporary interweaving of mass manufacturing 
and traditional joinery technique. Construction 
and fastening details remain as evidence of process 
and are integral to the final piece. Mechanical 
connections are used to join the precision 
engineered components that make up the cabinet. 
The result is refined but honest to the materials, 
and is meant to encapsulate the essence of the 
substrates while distilling them into a modern form.

Shown with Hot Rolled Steel case and Satin Brass 
door fronts

Custom sizing and finishes available, please inquire.

wall credenza
CONNECT
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Dimensions

Material Finish

Length
Width
Height

Walnut Claro

Leather

Bronze

Lacquered

Ash

Satin

Price

Deep Grey WashSteel

starting at $6,200

28” - 71cm
22” - 56cm
26” - 66cm

Nightstand variation of the popular Connect 
Credenza. The Connect collection is emblematic
of the contemporary interweaving of mass
manufacturing and traditional joinery technique.
Construction and fastening details remain as
evidence of process and are integral to the final
piece. Mechanical connections are used to join
the precision engineered components that make
up the cabinet. The result is refined but honest
to the materials, and is meant to encapsulate the
essence of the substrates while distilling them into
a modern form.

Shown with Deep Grey Wash steel case and bronze 
details, drawers in Claro Walnut with leather fronts. 
Satin Bronze feet.

Custom sizing and finishes available, please inquire.

nightstand
CONNECT
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Dimensions

Material Finish

Length
Width
Height

Price

LacqueredHot Rolled Steel

starting at $ 3,800

20” - 51cm
17” - 43cm
14” - 35.5cm

Wall hanging variant of the Connect Nightstand. 
This collection is emblematic of the contemporary 
interweaving of mass manufacturing and 
traditional joinery technique. Construction and 
fastening details remain as evidence of process and 
are integral to the final piece.

Shown in Hot Rolled Steel with bronze details.

Custom sizing and finishes available, please inquire.

wall night stand
CONNECT

Bronze Polished
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Dimensions

Price

Material Finish

Length
Width
Height

20” - 51cm
8.375” - 21cm
2.25” - 6cm

Polished

Blackened

Ash

Brass

Leather

Steel

starting at $ 950

Handcrafted black steel and leather tray to 
accompany your matching Connect collection 
pieces or as a standalone canvas for treasured 
objects. An exploration of the existing joinery 
system applied to the scale of house-ware.

Shown in steel with Deep Grey Wash patina and 
lacquered finish, leather handles and details.

Custom sizing and finishes available, please inquire.

table tray
CONNECT
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PLANO
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Dimensions

Material Finish

42” - 107cm
16” - 41cm
91” - 231cm

Length
Width
Height

Bronze

Glass

Leather

Warm

Frosted

Blue Ink Waxed

Price
$55,000 as shown

A monument to curiosity and an invitation for the 
viewer to engage with the objects contained within. 
Its presence is created by the tension of delicate 
lightness contrasted with imposing size, and the 
interplay between light and shadow.

Crafted by hand from the finest materials, it is a 
cabinet like no other – the marriage of the artist’s 
idealistic impracticality to the possibilities of 
industrial process.

Shown with frame in Warm Bronze and Blackened 
Steel, frosted glass doors, mirrored back panels, 
Aged Bronze legs, and shelf tops and bottle racks in 
Blue Ink leather.

Custom sizing and finishes available, please inquire.

bar cabinet
PLANO

Steel Blackened
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Dimensions

Material Finish

76” - 193cm
18.5” - 47cm
31” - 79cm

Length
Width
Height

Bronze

Glass

Black Walnut

Aged - Stippled

Reeded

Lacquered Satin

Price
$47,000 as shown

Handcrafted curved glass and metal vitrine, a fitting 
vessel for the display of precious objects - this 
unique work is topped with marble quarried from 
an island off the west coast of Canada. Finished all 
sides, this piece is equally at home against the wall 
or defining the middle of a space. The nine sided, 
tapered bronze handles are carved by hand, to feel 
– each set is one-of-a-kind. Available to order in any 
of New Format’s standard finishes – custom sizing 
and configuration for your project is the standard.

Shown in Textured Black Marble, Stippled Aged 
Brass, Blackened Steel, Claro Walnut and Reeded 
Glass.

Custom sizing and finishes available, please inquire.

Credenza
PLANO

Steel Blackened
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LINCOLN
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Dimensions

Price

Material Finish

30” - 76cm
25.5” - 65cm
32.5” - 82.5cm

Length
Width
Height

$6,200 as shown

Steel

Leather

Bronze

Blackened

Coal

Warm

A single grain leather hide, tensioned with cord 
lacing underneath the seat, makes up the expanse 
of this richly textured chair. The blackened frame 
is patinated and lacquered by hand. The rounded 
bronze feet and caps complete the presentation.

Shown with Blackened Steel frame, Coal Leather 
sling and Satin Bronze feet.

Custom sizing and finishes available, please inquire.

lounge chair
LINCOLN
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SWEEP
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Dimensions

Price

Material Finish

29.5” - 75cm
22” - 56cm
1.5” - 4cm

Length
Width
Height

Starting at $3,200

Aluminum

Aluminum

Aluminum

Aluminum

Satin

Salt Pack

Powder Coat

Brass Plated

Organically shaped mirrors, drawn by hand 
and resolved in machined solid aluminum - the 
ambition is to create a tension with the precise 
form of the imperfect shape.

Polished, plated, or painted finishes available.

Custom shape, sizing and finishes available, please 
inquire.

wall mirror
SWEEP
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MATERIALS AND FINISHES
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Brass - AgedBronze - Water

Steel - Blackened

Powdercoat - Ochre

Walnut - Claro

Silicon Bronze - Satin

Leather - Blue Ink Powdercoat - Cream

Aluminum - Salt Pack

Brass - Ancient
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Steel - Grey Wash Oak - CerusedComposite - Blue White Gold

Steel - Deep Grey Wash Leather - Veg TanPowdercoat - Pacific Blue

Glass - Frosted Powdercoat - BurgundyCopper - Satin

Bronze - Verdigris



NEW FORMAT STUDIO
+1.604.253.0893

1000 Parker st,Vancouver, BC
newformatstudio.com info@newformatstudio.com


